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Abstract: This study focuses on the capacitated location-routing problem (CLRP),
which is a combination of capacitated facility location problem and capacitated
vehicle routing problem. We propose a novel approach to find solutions for CLRP,
a common version of location routing problem, founded in the literature. We have
proposed an enhanced version of particle swarm optimization (PSO), a swarm
inspired metaheuristic to handle CLRP. The proposed approach consists of unique
assignment techniques of the customers to the opened depots and a tri-fold PSO
based searching strategy which combines the influence of both hierarchical and
iterative techniques in order to find near optimal solutions to a CLRP. Two folds of
PSO are for maintaining the global view of clustering the nodes and the remaining
PSO fold keeps the local nature of prioritizing route construction cost while making a
complete solution of CLRP, thus proposed approach preserves the influence of both
hierarchical and iterative methods. Experimental performance evaluation of the proposed approach is compared to other particle swarm optimization based methods
to solve benchmark instances available in literature which show better performance
of the proposed method.
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This article is about a combined problem of facility
location problem, FLP and vehicle routing problem,
VRP namely location routing problem, CLRP. FLP
is to search the best depot positions among the
candidate depots and VRP is to find routes to serve
the demand associated customers on a graph
or, map. Hubs and vehicles are assumed to have
restriction on their capacity thus the combined
problem is called CLRP. There are three kinds
of techniques to solve the CLRP i.e. clustering
technique which is greatly biased on clustering
quality, hierarchical technique where FLP is solved
first then VRP causing no real influence of VRP on
FLP solution and lastly iterative technique where
both FLP and VRP are solved simultaneously
therefore FLP gets no priority which may cause
VRP to bias the FLP solution critically. A unique
technique maintaining both effects of hierarchical
and iterative approaches eliminating their
drawbacks is proposed.
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1. Introduction
Capacitated location-routing problem (CLRP) is a conjunction of two combinatorial optimization
problems namely facility location problem (FLP) and vehicle routing problem (VRP). The increased
amount of applications force researchers to consider this combined optimization problem together.
This is very useful in many transportation network such as food and drink distribution (WatsonGandy & Dohrn, 1973), airline network design (Chan & Hearn, 1977), parcel delivery (Bruns, Klose, &
Stähly, 2000), telecommunication network design (Billionnet, Elloumi, & Djerbi, 2005), locating blood
banks (Or & Pierskalla, 1979), rubber plant location (Nambiar, Gelders, & Van Wassenhove, 1981)
and so on. Huge attraction and applicability of CLRP drags remarkable attention of the researchers
from the field of logistics, supply chain management and so on.
CLRP is obviously a NP-Hard problem as mentioned by Nagy and Salhi (2007). Researchers usually
approach to solve the CLRP as two separate design problems (Laporte, 1992; O’Kelly, 1986). FLP is
traditionally considered as long-term planning issue. VRP, on the other hand, is a short-term planning which may require to be solved on daily basis. However, when the time horizon for FLP is not too
long and the associated cost is comparable to VRP, both problems can also be dealt together as a
combined problem. A combination of these two problems, commonly referred to as location—routing problem (LRP) (Nagy & Salhi, 2007; Salhi & Nagy, 2009), is more realistic as route cost is a vital
issue to decide hub locations and routes are obviously dependent on the positions of the hubs.
In this study, a common CLRP is considered where a solution need to choose a set of capacitated
hubs among a list of candidate hubs, assign every customer to exactly one single hub, and design
some routes of capacitated vehicles from every hub to serve the demand of the customers assigned
to it by visiting them exactly once. A vehicle should return to the hub after satisfying the customers
assigned to it. The growing trend of online shopping has added more weight on contributing on such
field of Location-Routing Problems (LRP) which is similar to multi hub and candidate node network
as portrayed in Figure 1.
Hierarchical technique is found to be a very common approach to handle CLRP (Albareda-Sambola,
Díaz, & Fernández, 2005; Melechovský, Prins, & Calvo, 2005). In hierarchical techniques, FLP is considered as the main problem to be solved first and VRP is considered as the subordinate problem to
Figure. 1. Typical portray of
multi hub network for LRP.
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be solved later for every hub and associated customer nodes. Approximated costs of routes are
considered while solving the FLP. If VRP is very negligible compared to the FLP then it may not affect
the FLP solution much. However, the present nature of delivery service is seen to be over crowded
with online ordered shipment delivery. This raises an urge to take the VRP part of the problem more
seriously even during solving the FLP part. Iterative approaches try to handle this problem by simultaneously considering FLP and VRP as two sub-problems. Here the candidate solutions along with
other necessary information are passed back and forth between the two sub-problems aiming at
reaching a better optimal. The very big drawback of iterative approaches is that they offer equal
significance to the FLP and VRP where VRP may bias the FLP greatly. We have proposed a technique
to consider the global aspects of CLRP first and guide this CLRP with the solution of VRP by solving
the VRP separately to track better routes of transports in any iteration. We believe this will impact
the proper effect of VRP in solving CLRP with the influence of both hierarchical and iterative solution
approaches hence overcome the drawbacks of the traditional iterative and hierarchical
approaches.
As CLRP is a NP-Hard problem, it is difficult to find exact algorithms to handle a big size problem
whereas in literature there are evidence of exact algorithms dealt small to medium size problems.
In many approaches it is very common to take an advantage of metaheuristics to solve CLRP which
is closer to real life problems (Nagy & Salhi, 2007). In this article, a tri-fold particle swarm optimization (TPSO) is proposed to solve the CLRP. According to our best knowledge any algorithm is never
been applied in such combined hierarchical-iterative fashion.
We have adopted a concept of pool to explore the solutions with local search operators which was
first introduced for handling capacitated vehicle routing problem (Ahmed & Sun, 2018). According to
our best knowledge, this is for the first time in any literature of handling capacitated location routing
problem where a pool is utilized to explore neighborhood solution space with local search operators.
The pool is made up with the best solution of each iteration though there is a refining technique is
utilized to avoid continuous increment of the size of the pool. The refining pseudocode is described
in our previous article (Ahmed & Sun, 2018). We believe the solution quality increases due to utilizing
the pool which explore better solutions in the neighborhood of the local best of each iteration if any.
Structure of this study from here on is a literature review in Section 2 including recent advancement of metaheuristics solving CLRP and recent development of PSO related to CLRP. Section 3 presents the algorithm implementation. Later, in Section 4 computational evaluation is presented with
the comparison among proposed TPSO and PSO-based approaches found in the literatures. This
paper concluded in Section 5 along with future research directions.

2. Related literature review
A problem similar to CLRP was first introduced in 1964 (Maranzana, 1964). The mathematical modelling and methods for solving CLRP got much attractions from the researchers in around 1980s (Chan
& Hearn, 1977; Drezner, 1982; Drezner & Wesolowsky, 1982; Kolen, 1985). Afterwards, the literature
has become rich with many different variations and extensions of CLRP as well as many exact and
heuristic algorithms to solve them (Alumur & Kara, 2008; Drexl & Schneider, 2015; Nagy & Salhi,
2007; Prodhon & Prins, 2014). The available techniques to solve CLRP can broadly be categorized into
three approaches: clustering approach, iterative approach and hierarchical approach.
The clustering techniques first partition the customer nodes into clusters and a depot is made
responsible for a cluster, and then a vehicle route searching method is executed in each cluster independently (Billionnet et al., 2005; Branco & Coelho, 1990; Min, 1996; Nambiar et al., 1981). This is
very effective when clustering algorithm can make very good clusters along with the depot location
(Sun, 2013). However, the clustering part of the problem does not consider the actual effective
routes to be followed by the vehicles, and hence the clusters may not lead to optimized costs of serving the customers. The iterative and hierarchical techniques take advantage of overcoming such
drawbacks compared to clustering method to show better results as reported in the literatures
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(Prodhon, 2010) that optimal solutions found till today for the benchmark problems are often obtained by iterative approach (Melechovský et al., 2005) or hierarchical approach (Wu, Low, & Bai,
2002).
The hierarchical approach is a strategical approach to handle the FLP as a main problem and deal
with the VRP as a sub-problem (Perl & Daskin, 1985; Salhi & Fraser, 1996; Schwardt & Dethloff, 2005;
Wu et al., 2002). To obtain reasonable results these two problems cannot be considered independently since the possible routes also need to be considered during solving the FLP. If each customer
demand is equal to full-truck-load (TL) then usual technique is to consider a vehicle routing cost as
the cost of going directly to and coming back (Karaoglan, Altiparmak, Kara, & Dengiz, 2012). However,
when the customer demands are usually less than a truck-load (LTL) then more than one customer
can be served by a vehicle. In such cases, the routes of the vehicles in the clusters have a great impact on the overall cost of a solution, but often not easy to consider optimal routes in the FLP since
it incurs a huge computation to find the routes in the solution space. So, usual trend is to use some
approximate route cost in the objective function to solve FLP. After deciding the locations of the facilities, the algorithm considers the vehicle routing sub-parts of the problem to find optimal routes.
Thus, hierarchical fashion may not always be realistic since the solution to the FLP may not be optimal due to the approximation of the route costs (Salhi & Rand, 1989).
The iterative approach simultaneously considers FLP and VRP as sub-problems (Albareda-Sambola
et al., 2005; Melechovský et al., 2005). This solution approach deals the CLRP by passing the information of one sub-problem to other for interactive decision making strategy. The drawback of hierarchical approach may be overcome by iterative approach apparently as the node clustering, hub location
and vehicle routing decisions iterate more than one time to find the solution. For an example, the
simulated annealing-based method presented in (Vincent, Lin, Lee, & Ting, 2010) assigns the customers to their nearest hubs until the hub capacity be violated. Then a route is constructed by a
travelling salesman problem (TSP) solving technique (Lin & Kernighan, 1973). Afterwards, the obtained route is broken into parts considering the vehicle capacity. This whole process iterates until
each customer is successfully assigned to a hub as well as to a route. The shortcoming in such approaches is that the breaking of the TSP solution may not preserve the optimality of the solution
achieved. Moreover, though the process is an iterative one, the basic flow of the clustering and route
finding is done sequentially, similar to the hierarchical approach, and thus the aforementioned
shortcomings may still prevail.
Population-based or multi-agent metaheuristics have also gained much popularity among the
researchers to solve different NP hard problems including CLRP. Genetic algorithms design chromosomes capturing the hub locations and the routing solutions along with ad hoc crossover and mutation operators (Derbel, Jarboui, Hanafi, & Chabchoub, 2012). Prins, Prodhon, and Calvo (2006a)
presented the memetic algorithm/population management (MA|PM) based approach for the CLRP.
Here a chromosome represents depot status and customer status. Upon getting the hub selection
routes are constructed based on the procedure described in Prins, Prodhon, and Calvo (2004). Ting
and Chen (2013) apply three different ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms sequentially to select hub locations, assign customers to hubs and find routes for the customers to be served by the
respective hubs.
Many hybrid methods that combine different approaches are also been proposed. Wu et al. (2002)
combined tabu search (TS) and simulated annealing (SA) while Lin, Chow, and Chen (2002) used
threshold accepting and SA to decide facility locations and vehicle routing. Bouhafs, Hajjam, and
Koukam (2006) combined SA with ACO in order to solve the CLRP. Another approach proposed a two
phase algorithm (Prins, Prodhon, & Calvo, 2006b) which applies greedy randomized adaptive search
procedures (GRASP) and path relinking. A GRASP with evolutionary location search approach was
presented by Duhamel, Lacomme, Prins, and Prodhon (2010). Several hierarchical and nonhierarchical clustering techniques are integrated in a sequential heuristic algorithm (Barreto, Ferreira, Paixao,
& Santos, 2007). Marinakis and Marinaki (2008) proposed another hybrid algorithm where they
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combined the PSO, multiple phase neighborhood search-GRASP, the expanding neighborhood search
and path relinking to solve the LRP.
In CLRP, the quality of the selection of hub location and the formation of the routes depend of
each other. The influence of the hub selection on the route construction is usually considered in the
traditional approaches where the route formation is done after the hub selection while the opposite
is usually not (or very less) considered. However, costs of vehicle routes indeed affect the worthiness
of the hub location as well as customer-allocation decisions. Consequently, dealing with the interdependence between these two decisions are very important issues to be taken care of in solving CLRP,
which we attempt in this work. We propose a combined hierarchical-iterative approach utilizing trifold PSO algorithm to handle CLRP. At first the algorithm looks at the global view of the solution with
a bi-fold PSO while in the other layer focuses on the route construction in the local PSO. The information of the constructed routes in any iteration is fed back to the FLP layer so that it can look for better
candidate solutions in the next iteration.
This global and local view will preserve the hub location and customer assignment information as
well as the near optimal routes found in any iteration in the runtime of the algorithm. We believe
that our algorithm can solve more complex or bigger problems than those traditional approaches.
Although the computational complexity will be more than the traditional inefficient methods but
this doesn’t exceed few minutes to optimize a problem of hundred or more customers and few hubs.

3. The proposed combined hierarchical-iterative approach
Traditional hierarchical approaches handle CLRP as two different problems namely FLP and VRP, and
try to solve them one after another: deciding the hub locations first followed by solving the VRP for
each hub. Such methods do not have any mechanism to update the hub selections later, based on
the experience of solving the VRPs in the customers selected for different hubs, and hence it may
limit the search horizon. On the other hand, traditional iterative methods are based on generating
and updating population of candidate solutions. Here, the problem is approached as a whole, and
hence local neighborhood of a candidate solution, e.g. a better set of routes for the VRP for the hubs
at hand, may not be well explored.
In our proposal, we make an Iterative-Hierarchical approach to hybridize the hierarchical and the
iterative approaches to influence the search procedure by the desirable properties of both the approaches. We adopt the PSO, a swarm-based optimization technique inspired by bird flocking or fish
schooling behavior of swarms, to search the solution in our work. In the proposed approach, a bi-fold
global PSO searches for solution of FLP, and another fold of local PSO is dedicated to optimize the
tracks. Thus, in the proposed tri-fold PSO (TPSO) technique, routes are optimized at least partially for
a set of selected hubs and an allocation of customer nodes to them, as done in the second stage (i.e.
VRP) of hierarchical approaches. Additionally, the global procedure keeps on generating more candidate solutions consisting of different sets of selected hubs and customer node allocations. Thus
the proposed approach broadens the search space, which is expected to lead to better solutions, as
compared to the traditional approaches.

3.1. Tri-fold PSO algorithm for CLRP
The eligibility of the PSO algorithm has already been proven in a good number of application areas
(Banks, Vincent, & Anyakoha, 2007, 2008). Though PSO was basically developed to handle continuous problems (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995), several approaches are available in the literature to discretize the PSO (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1997; Tan, Gao, & Zeng, 2004; Wang, Huang, Zhou, & Pang,
2003) to make PSO applicable to the discrete problems such as VRP (Ai & Kachitvichyanukul, 2009),
LRP (Marinakis & Marinaki, 2008) and so on. There are several notations required to explain the
model proposed which are introduced in Table 1.
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Table 1. Nomenclature of the notations used in this article
Notations

Description

N

Total number of customers

P

Number of candidate hubs in a problem statement

p

Minimum hubs required to satisfy the total demand of customers

p

Number of hubs to be opened for a solution

t

Current iteration number

T

Maximum number of iteration; Termination criteria

C

Customer Vector, a permutation of all customer nodes

H

Hub Vector, a binary vector representing opened hubs

CC

Customer cluster vector

g

Indices of particles

j

Indices of clusters

V

Velocity for any particle to move from current to new position

Z

Population size

Figure. 2. Sketch of the Trifold PSO in the proposed
Hierarchical-Iterative approach.

Start

Create initial random customer vector
Find number of hub nodes to be opened
Choose random hubs for each particle
Assign customers to hubs to make clusters
Apply BLS-PSO to solve VRP in clusters
Calculate fitness of the particles
Apply Local Search (LS) on all particles
Update local and global best particles
Update pool of best particles
Apply Local Search (LS) on the pool
Update global best particle (if needed)

Yes

Termination
Condition met?
No

Apply velocity and update particles
Apply velocity and update hub vector
End

In TPSO, a set of particles is randomly generated in the solution space where each particle, C = {cn
| n = 1, 2 … N}, represents an encoded candidate solution of the CLRP. The particles keep on changing
their positions (moving to a different candidate solution) through different iterations of the algorithm to find better solutions according to their velocity. The initial set of particles, called the population and associated velocity is generated at random. Figure 2 shows a sketch of how we apply the
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global bi-fold PSO, which also includes the local PSO stage in it. The global bi-fold PSO generates different selections of hubs along with the allocation of different sets of customers to them in an encoded vector forms in the particles. After decoding a particle, we get the comprehensive
representation of allocations of customers for different selected hubs. Upon getting the allocation of
nodes to hubs, a local PSO is applied to each of the selected hubs to solve the VRP for that hub. The
solutions provided by the local PSO is combined with the respective particle of the global PSO to interpret a complete candidate solution.
Now, we focus on how we apply PSO to follow the proposed search approach in this work. Let us
first focus on the customer vectors in the particles. At this point, we adopt a simple discretization
approach of PSO, namely the swap sequence-based PSO (SSPSO) (Wang et al., 2003), in our work. A
particle, specifically the customer vector, changes its position (i.e. the values in the particle) following its velocity, represented as a swap sequence (SS), at that time to reach a new position in the solution space using Equation (1) as proposed in Eberhart and Kennedy (1995).
C
Cg(t) = Cg(t−1) ⊕ Vg(t)

(1)
C

where Cg(t) is the position (customer vector) and Vg(t) is the customer velocity of the gth particle at
time (or, iteration) t, and ⊕ is the swap sequence operator.
C

The initial customer velocity Vg(0) of every particle g is also assigned randomly. Every particle keeps
track of its personal best solution, known as the local best solution, Lg, throughout the algorithm run
time, and updates it when the particle represents a better solution. The swarm also keeps track of
the global best solution Γ achieved by the particles over the completed iterations. At every iteration,
C
a particle’s customer velocity is updated based on its customer vector Lg of local best solution and
C
the customer vector Γ of the global best solution by Equation (2) as proposed in Shi and Eberhart
(1998).
C
C
Vg(t)
= 𝜃1 Vg(t−1)
⊗ 𝜃2 ∗ rand ∗ (LCg ⊖ Cg(t−1) ) ⊗ 𝜃3 ∗ rand ∗ (ΓC ⊖ Cg(t−1) )

(2)

where, ⊖ is the basic swap sequence (BSS) where (W ⊖ X) represents the BSS needed to convert a
vector X to W. rand is a uniform random value between 0 and 1. θi is a random probabilistic value
which determines the contribution of the respective swap sequence in the updated SS. ⊗ represents
the selection operator that select the swap operators from the SSs based on the θi values. An example to understand the meaning of
√ the ⊗ and ⊖ can be found in literature (Ahmed & Sun, 2016). θ1 is
calculated as 𝜃1 = (0.1 − (1 − (1 − 2 ∗ t∕T)) ∗ 1∕2) as proposed in Akhand, Akter, Rashid, and
Yaakob (2015) where t is current iteration and T is maximum iteration specified. θ2, θ3 are uniform
random numbers between 0 and 1 (with an interval of 0.1).
We now describe the representation and modification of hub selections as the algorithm iterates.
The p elements (hub IDs) of a hub vector Hg of particle g are also initially selected from the available
H
hubs and arranged at random. A corresponding velocity vector, Vg(t), is also initialized randomly. The
selection of the hubs is changed based on the velocity using Equation (3) as proposed in Eberhart
and Kennedy (1995).
H
Hg(t) = Hg(t−1) + Vg(t)

(3)
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Equation (3) follows standard vector algebraic addition formula, where the values are rounded to
the nearest integer. After applying Equation (3), a post processing step searches for duplicated entries and invalid hub IDs, and replaces them using random hub IDs. The velocity is updated, following
a somewhat similar strategy of updating customer velocity in Equation (4), as proposed in Shi and
Eberhart (1998).
H
H
Vg(t)
= 𝜃1 Vg(t−1)
× 𝜃2 ∗ rand ∗ (LHg − Hg(t−1) ) × 𝜃3 ∗ rand ∗ (ΓH − Hg(t−1) )

(4)

H

where θi are the same random values used in Equation (2). Lg is the hub vector personal best position
of particle g, and ΓH is hub vector the global best particle among all particles till this iteration.
Before explaining the framework of the above described PSO folds, we now look into the VRP local
fold of PSO here. After getting the customer vector and hub vector on each iteration, we are able to
find the customer allocation according to the clustering technique described later in Algorithm 2. In
this stage we have designed a PSO population for each cluster of the customers. Customer cluster
gets updated with the similar process described for Equation (1), as proposed in (Eberhart & Kennedy,
1995).
CC
CCjg(t) = CCjg(t−1) ⊕ Vjg(t)

(5)

where CCjg(t) is gth particle of jth cluster on tth iteration. With Equation (5) the customer cluster vector
CC
can move from one generation to other generation according the velocity Vjg , velocity of gth particle
of jth cluster. ⊕ is the same swap sequence operator explained above. The velocity is also got updated in every iteration according the Equation (6) which is similar to the Equation (2) which is firstly
proposed in Shi and Eberhart (1998).

)
)
(
(
CC
CC
CC
Vjg(t)
= 𝜃1 Vjg(t−1)
⊗ 𝜃2 ∗ rand ∗ LCC
jg ⊖CCjg(t−1) ⊗ 𝜃3 ∗ rand ∗ Γj ⊖CCjg(t−1)

(6)

CC

where θi are the same random values used in Equation (2). Lji is the personal best position of particle
CC
g in jth cluster and Γj is the global best particle in jth cluster among all particles till this iteration.
Operators ⊗ and ⊖ are the same operators used in Equation (2). All these PSO folds give encoded
solution which are needed to be related with some sort of decoding technique to interpret as a real
solution of CLRP. These techniques are explained in the following section.

3.2. TPSO for combined hierarchical-iterative framework
Obtaining the customer vector and the hub vector, we actually have the clusters of nodes based on
the selected hubs in encoded form. To make the cluster comprehensive, we apply a decoding algorithm to rearrange the customer vector and represent the cluster boundaries. We assign the customer nodes to their nearest opened hub as showed in Algorithm 2.
The next step following to the assignment of customer nodes in every hub is to set required routes
to serve the customer nodes. This problem is handled by the local PSO in our proposed combined
hierarchical-iterative approach. This whole process is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of the combined hierarchical-iterative framework.
/* Initialize the Swarm */
1. Find p, minimum number of hubs required to serve the total demand of customers
2. For i = 1 to Z do /* Z is the size of population */
  A. Set Ci(0) to a random permutation of customers
  B. Set p to a random number in range [p, |P|]
  C. Set Hi(0) to a random permutation of p hubs selected from P
C
  D. Set Vi(0)
to a random SS
H
  E. Set Vi(0)
to a random velocity

3. End for
/* Iteration phase */
4. Set t = 0
5. Repeat
  A. For i = 1 to Z do
   i. [C′i(t), Si(t)] = decode(Ci(t), Hi(t))
   ii. For each cluster CC defined by C′i(t), Hi(t) and Si(t) do
CC
     [CCji(t), Rji(t)
] = Solve VRP for cluster CC

   iii. End for
    iv. Calculate fitness of ith particle
    v. Apply Local Search (LS) on particle i
    vi. Update local best solution Li if necessary
  B. End for
   C. Update global best solution Γ if necessary
   D. Add the best of the local best solutions to the pool
   E. Refine and Apply local search on the pool
   F. Update global best solution Γ if necessary
  G. t = t + 1
  H. if t > max_iter then return Γ
C
H
and Vi(t)
using Equations (2) and (4).
  I. Update Vi(t)

  J. Update Ci(t) and Hi(t) using Equations (1) and (3).
6. Until false

The initialization part of Algorithm 1 randomly initializes the population of Z particles. Since the
candidate hubs may have different capacities, step 1 of the algorithm finds the minimum number of
hubs required to serve all the customers’ demands. We do it considering the hubs with the highest
capacities. Afterwards, for every particle, we select a random integer in range [p, |P|] as the number
of hubs used in a particle. Thus different particle represent solutions with different numbers of hubs.
Customer vectors, hub vectors and corresponding velocities of the particles are also set at random.
The iteration steps mainly follow our concept of the global bi-fold PSO by generating new particles
through updating the customer vectors and hub vectors of different particles using steps 5.I and 5.J
of Algorithm 1. Thus the global PSO iterates to look for better clusters. However, unlike traditional
hierarchical approaches, we do not evaluate a cluster formation generated by the global PSO. Rather,
we look for the optimized vehicle routes by applying local PSO to solve VRPs for the clusters, at step
5.A(ii), after which the complete solution of CLRP by each particle may obtain.
A customer vector and the corresponding hub vector, generated at steps 5.I and 5.J of Algorithm
1, of a particle jointly contain the clustering formation in an encoded form. This is decoded at step
5A(i), after which we get the customers arranged according to the clusters formed and the hub
marker vector indicating the cluster boundaries. The decoding algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2.
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The working principle of this algorithm is simply assigning the customers to their nearest opened
hubs if capacity of respective hub permits.
Algorithm 2. Decoding a customer vector to make comprehensive representation of clusters
Inputs
C: customer vector
p: number of opened hubs, i.e. required clusters
Outputs
ClustersMade: a Boolean value Indicating whether clusters could successfully be made
cluster: the clusters made
Procedure
1. Put the first p nodes of C to the p clusters
2. i = p;
3. while i <= |C| do
4.

i = i+1; // index of the next node in C to insert in any cluster

5.

sortedClusters = cluster indices of sorted in non-increasing order based on distances from the hubs to C(i)

6.

assigned = 0;

7.

for j = 1 to | sortedClusters | do

8.    r = sortedClusters (j);
9.    if addition of C(i) to cluster(r) satisfies hub capacity constraint then
10.    add C(i) to cluster(r);
11.    assigned = 1;
12.    go to 15;
13.    end if
14.

end for

15.

if assigned == 0 then // C(i) was not assigned to any cluster in loop from line 7 to 14

16.    maxClusterSize = maximum number of nodes assigned to a cluster
17.    for k = maxClusterSize down to 1 do
18.    sortedClusters = indices of clusters sorted in non-increasing order based on the increases of the total
distances if the kth nodes of the clusters are replaced by C(i)
19.    for j = 1 to | sortedClusters | do
20.     r = sortedClusters (j);
21.     if replacing kth node of cluster(r) by C(i) satisfies hub capacity constraint then
22.      add kth node of cluster(r) to the end of C; // to be assigned again
23.      replace kth node of cluster(r) by C(i);
24.      assigned = 1;
25.      go to 30;
26.     end if
27.    end for
28.    end for
29.

end if

30.

if assigned == 0 then

31.    ClustersMade = 0;
32.    return;
33.

end if

34. end while
35.    ClustersMade = 1;
36. return;
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3.3. PSO fold for vehicle routing stage
Upon getting clusters for opened hubs, we utilize bilayer local search based PSO (BLS-PSO) to optimize the routes within a cluster (Ahmed & Sun, 2018). In this stage, we generate random particles
of customers assigned to a hub to implement BLS-PSO. We then decode the clustered customer
vector by utilizing Algorithm 3 to make valid routes for each cluster. Later we have applied two
stages of local search and update the local and global best for PSO then the best particle of each
generation given another chance putting in the pool. In the pool we have applied the same local
searches to exploit more to find better fitness value and update global best value when applicable.
Algorithm 3. Making routes for a cluster
Inputs
CC : customers cluster vector or customers in a hub
    // decode for each hub
Outputs
routesMade: a Boolean value Indicating whether routes could successfully been made
routes: the routes made
Procedure
1. m = estimateRequiredRoutes(); // Number of vehicle required if we assign customers sequentially one after another
to vehicles as they appear in the vector
2. for r = 1 to m do
3.

routes(r) = CC(r); // put the first m nodes in c as the starting nodes of the m routes

4. end for
5. i = m;
6. while i <= |CC| do
7.    i = i+1; // index of the next node in CC to insert in any route
8.    sortedRoutes = indices of routes sorted in non-increasing order based on distances of their last nodes to CC(i)
9.    assigned = 0;
10.

for j = 1 to |sortedRoutes| do

11.    r = sortedRoutes(j);
12.

if addition of CC(i) to the end of routes(r) satisfies capacity constraints then

13.   add CC(i) to the end of routes(r);
14.

assigned = 1;

15.

go to 18;

16.

end if

17.

end for

18.

if assigned == 0 // CC(i) was not assigned to any route in the loop from line 10 to 17

19.

maxRouteSize = maximum number of nodes assigned to a route

20.

for k = maxRouteSize down to 1 do

21.    sortedRoutes = indices of routes sorted in non-increasing order based on the increases of the distances if
the kth nodes of the routes are replaced by CC(i)
22.    for j = 1 to |sortedRoutes| do
23.

r = sortedRoutes(j);

24.    if replacing kth node of routes(r) by CC(i) satisfies capacity constraints then
25.      replace kth node of routes(r) by CC(i);
26.     add kth node to the end of CC; // to be assigned again
27.    assigned = 1;
28.    go to 33;
29.

end if
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Algorithm 3. Making routes for a cluster
30.

end for

31.

end for

32.

end if

33.    if assigned == 0 then
34.     routesMade = 0;
35.     return;
36.    end if
37.

end while

38.    routesMade = 1;
39. return;

3.4. Double layered local search framework
There are two layers of local search incorporated with PSO for finding better solutions in neighborhood in FLP stage as well as in the VRP stage. In FLP stage, the first layer of local search is consists
of two stages of local search techniques namely Intra-hub Local Search (Intra-HLS) and Inter-Hub
Local Search (Inter-HLS) which are implemented on all the clustered customer vectors. Each of
those are composed of two types of local search operators namely insertion method and swapping
method. The insertion method picks a node and tries to find a better position to insert it to get a
overall better result of CLRP. In this process if any node is found to obtain a better result the move is
immediately allowed to be executed rather searching the whole customer list to avoid excessive
time consumption. The swapping method picks two neighboring nodes at a time and tries swapping
their position if any better solution is found then the move is immediately executed otherwise they
are kept in the same position as they were.
Second layer of local search is done with similar strategies like the first layer of local search but
this layer has a pool of best particles from different generations. Best particles remain in the pool
until and unless it is the best particle among all or the fitness has improved in previous iteration.
The local search technique in VRP is similar to the local search used in FLP stage. We have utilized
a bilayer local search here as well. Each layer has Intra-track Local Search (Intra-TLS) and InterTrack Local Search (Inter-TLS) and both of them have insertion and swapping strategies. First layer
of local search is applied on all the particles in any generation whereas second layer of local search
is only applied on the pool having the best particles of different iterations. This procedure is similar
to the bilayer technique proposed in Ahmed and Sun (2018).

4. Computational experiments
In population-based metaheuristics, a good way of representation of the population and easy application of different operators for evolving them in order to effectively searching the solution space
is the key. The representation proposed in this article opens up a new direction to implement PSObased metaheuristics to easily handle capacitated location-routing problem, and the proposed bilayer PSO provides with an effective way to perform the search for expected solutions. To analyze
the performance, we have implemented the proposed method with MathWorks® MATLAB R2017a in
an Intel® Pentium® T4300 Dual-Core 2.10 GHz 2.10 GHz (only single core is used) machine having
2 GB of RAM for well-known benchmark set of CLRP instances, namely Barreto instances (Barreto et
al., 2007), used in other works found in literature. Marinakis and Marinaki (2008) dealt the set to
show the performance of proposed HybPSO-LRP as well. Comparison of performance analysis for
solving Barreto instances with our proposed algorithm and the HybPSO-LRP is presented in this
section.
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We have considered 13 Barreto (Barreto et al., 2007) instances which can be downloaded from
http://prodhonc.free.fr/Instances/instances_us.htm. The characteristics of the instances are mentioned in Table 2.
In Table 3, we have tabulated Cost and gap values obtained by the HybPSO-LRP and the proposed TPSO
algorithm under consideration on the Barreto instances (Barreto et al., 2007). Here, gap can be calculated
Table 2. Properties of the Barreto instances (Barreto et al., 2007)
Number of
hubs
{5, 8, 10}

Number of
customers

Demand of
customers

Capacity of
hubs

Capacity of
transports

Customer
location

{21, 22, 27, 29,
32, 36, 50, 75,
88, 100, 134,
150}

Distribution
mentioned in
dataset Prodhon
(2010)

Distribution
mentioned in
dataset Prodhon
(2010)

{160, 200, 250,
850, 2,500,
4,500, 6,000,
8,000, 11,000,
8,000,000,
9,000,000}

Randomly
generated

Table 3. Performances of different algorithms on Barreto instances
Algorithm

HybPSO-LRPa

Proposed tri-fold PSO

Problems

BKS

Cost

CPU

Gap (%)

Cost

CPU

Gap (%)

Christofides

565.65

582.7

0.05

3.01

587.81

0.66

3.9

861.6

886.3

0.37

2.87

865.28

1.2

0.4

842.9

889.4

0.58

5.52

841.97*

1.15

−0.1

355.8

384.9

1.11

8.18

356.66

1.75

0.24

44,011.7

46,642.7

2.31

5.98

44,814.1

4.8

1.82

424.9

432.9

0.01

1.88

424.9

0.2

0.00

585.1

588.5

0.07

0.58

585.1

1.1

0.00

512.1

512.1

0.12

0.00

512.1

1.65

0.00

571.7

570.8

0.15

−0.16

562.22*

1.3

−1.66

504.3

511.1

0.16

1.35

504.3

1.3

0.00

460.4

470.7

0.15

2.24

460.4

1.4

0.00

3,062.0

3,062.0

3.18

0.00

3,062.0

2.1

0.00

5,809.0

5,950.1

3.10

2.43

5,931.22

3.6

2.1

0.81

2.42

1.59

0.48

69-50x5
Christofides
69-75x10
Christofides
69-100x10
Daskin
95-88x8
Daskin
95-150x10
Gaskell
67-21x5
Gaskell
67-22x5
Gaskell
67-29x5
Gaskell
67-32x5
Gaskell
67-32x5
Gaskell
67-36x5
Min
92-27x5
Min
92-134x8
Average

Notes: Boldface Cost values are better fitness value than HybPSO-LRP.
*Marked fitness values are better than the best known results in the literature.
Results reprted in Marinakis and Marinaki (2008).

a
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Figure. 3. Performance
comparison between HybPSOLRP and proposed TPSO.

CostAlgorithm −BKS

as gap =
× 100% where, Algorithm can be HybPSO-LRP or TPSO. Proposed TPSO has obBKS
tained results with average gap of only 0.48% from BKS whereas, HybPSO-LRP has comparably higher
gap of 2.42% from BKS. Among 13 instances, our approach has reached to the best known results for 6
instances and attained better solutions for 2 instances while it demonstrate the better performance than
HybPSO-LRP on 12 instances. Comparison of difference in percentage gap between HybPSO-LRP and
TPSO is portrayed in the Figure 3. Negative gap percentage represents the instances for those the proposed TPSO obtained a better result than the best known solutions reported in the literature.
For this set of instances, our proposed algorithm comparably required a higher average CPU time,
but the average gap shows considerable improvement as compared to HybPSO-LRP approach.

5. Conclusions
In this article we have introduced a novel solution technique to handle the CLRP. The solution technique takes an advantage of utilizing the effects of both hierarchical and iterative approaches. While
hierarchical technique or iterative technique alone has their own drawbacks in handling capacitated
vehicle routing problem instance. Noteworthy to mention that they obviously have their pros which
effects are tried to be hybridized in this proposed algorithm. Our proposed method overcomes the
limitations of making a use of hierarchical and iterative approaches separately. Thus our proposed
technique opens a new dimension for search strategy by combining the influence of hierarchical and
iterative techniques in the same approach to solve CLRP instances. Such manner helps to keep the
global view of the CLRP and local view to preserve optimal tracks from iterations to iterations.
For an example, we have implemented PSO to handle the CLRP instances. However, we believe
that our approach can be adopted for any other population based metaheuristic algorithms to handle CLRP instances. Comparison of computational analysis has shown a promising performance in
terms of obtaining solutions with lower cost for different CLRP benchmark instances.
Proposed technique can be upgraded to utilize for handling p-hub location-routing problem, a pmedian type problem, hub and network design problem and so on. We look forward to explore these
in our future endeavors.
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